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that we have multiple identical moves and have repeated implemented resources that were already
in the code, the new version has a performance hit. But, there are other places where our run-time
has increased. Two prime examples: We now do stuff when a user clicks on a result rather than after
the user opens a new tab. This means that the browser can cache the Page and can load directly to
that state. Previously the code would have to load the Page again. This increased the “memory
footprint” of the page and the time the browser had to download it. A more complex example is that
a mouse down now causes a mouse up (the Enter key now works) which reloads the page.
Previously, the Enter key worked (when the Page wasn’t there yet). The total runtime (including
loading the Page into memory) took about 3 seconds before the beta (5-1/2 seconds if you add the
time it took to load the chat page, since it had to come down, too). This has gone up to 4 seconds in
our production environment, though we should expect it to climb a little more. A Conversation: “So
what’s the secret sauce?” @jeff is definitely right that some of the performance difference is due to
optimizations specific to the new version. We expect others to be due to the new (and optional)
refactoring that the beta includes. The refactoring adds control flow around methods called on the
collections that were the source of the data-intensive operations. The refactoring doesn’t increase
the speed of operations (it can’t, for instance), but it does provide a layer of abstraction that allows
the application to be run with fewer dependencies in order to avoid the performance hits that @jeff
warns of. For instance, we now re-create the Page and recreate the controls when a user clicks on a
result (rather than after). Even though the “UI” is rebuilt (
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